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ABSTRACT: In the past few years, Peer-to-Peer lending (P2P lending) has grown rapidly in the world. The main idea 
of P2P lending is disintermediation and removing the intermediaries like banks. For a small business and some 
individuals without enough credit or credit history, P2P lending is a good way to apply for a loan. However, the 
fundamental problem of P2P lending is information asymmetry in this model, whichmay not correctly estimate the 
default risk of lending. Lenders only determine whether or not to fund the loan by the information provided by 
borrowers, causing P2P lending data to be imbalanced datasets which contain unequal fully paid and default loans. 
Imbalanced datasets are quite common in the real worlds, such as credit card fraud in transactions, bad products in the 
plant and so on. Unfortunately, the imbalanced  data are unfriendly to the normal machine learning schemes. In our 
scenario, models without any adaptive methods would focus on learning the normal repayment. However, the 
characteristic of the minority class is critical in the loaning business. In this study, we utilize not only several machine 
learning schemes forpredicting the default risk of P2P lending but also re-sampling and cost-sensitive mechanisms to 
process imbalanced datasets. Furthermore, we use the datasets from Lending Club to validate our proposed scheme. 
The experiment results show that our proposed scheme can effectively raise the prediction accuracy for default risk. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) lending, consists of the project of matching anonymous lenders with borrowers through an 
electronic platformso lenders could directly invest on (lend to) certain borrowers .In general, lenders could earn higher 
returns relative to savingsand other investment products offered by banking when borrowerspay back their loans as 
scheduled. However, the loans on the P2Pmarket are unsecured and investors need to tolerate the risk oflosing part or 
even all of their principal if borrowers default theloans. To help investors find out the safer loans with the 
relativelylower risk, it is beneficial to evaluate each loan from the perspectiveof “the risk level", which is typically done 
by estimating the probability of default (PD). Loans with lower PDs are consideredsafer than those with higher PDs 
and vice versa. The PD for eachloan can be predicted by considering its characteristics, such asthe loan amount, the 
loan purpose, the assets of the borrowers,etc. The above-mentioned approach is known as the credit scoringapproach, 
which poses a classification problem that classifies theloans into either (1) the default case if the predicted PD exceeds 
a certain predefined threshold, or (2) the non-default case otherwise.Subsequently, the credit scoring approach 
recommends lenders toinvest in non-default loans or the loans with lower predicted PDsbecause of the potentially 
lower risk. 
 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 
 
The credit scoring systems mainly focus on loan default probability. By analysing borrower’s interest rate and lenders’ 
profitability, the results indicate that the P2P lending is not a trend in current market. By doing so, this method can 
simplify optimization problem to an integer linear programming. Differ from other studies, this research estimates 
expected profitability in other metrics, such as annualized rate of return (ARR). The metrics used in estimation are 
designed on the basis of an imbalanced dataset. Although there were some researches in prediction P2P lending default 
risk, they did not focus on addressing the 
problem that imbalanced datasets bring. Regularly, there are two classes in imbalanced datasets like the majority of 
negatives class and the minority of positive class. These types of data presume an issue for data mining since standard 
classification algorithms normally consider a balanced training set and this supposes a bias towards the majority 
(negative) class metrics that they used was accuracy which was not suitable for imbalanced datasets. Existing 
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classification algorithms are poor performance in imbalanced datasets.The sampling strategies and cost sensitive 
learning to address the issue of expectation imbalanced datasets. 
 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

The P2P lending datasets contain many attributes whichare empty for most records. Therefore, we remove 
theseattributes and modify the nominal features by using one-hot-encoding technique that can transform nominal 
features to bea format suitable for classification. For instance, we have afeature ‘‘purpose of the loan’’ which has string 
value suchas ‘‘Car’’, ‘‘Business’’, and ‘‘Wedding’’. Normally, we useordinal value to encode these to be numbers such 
as 0,1, and 2. However, in machine learning schemes, differentcategories have the same weight. Thus, the ordinal 
technique cannot be implemented in machine learning becausethe lowest and the highest value will affect the 
classificationresult. One-hot-encoding uses one Boolean column for eachcategory which has different weight. We use 
libsvm library to convert the features into encoded format. Then the dataset is sent to training and prediction with 
analytics. 
 

IV. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 
1]Project Title: CLASSIFICATION OF IMBALANCED DATA: A REVIEW 
Author Name : YANMIN SUN, ANDREWK. C. WONG, MOHAMED S. KAMEL 
Year of Publish: 2009 
Abstract:  
Classification of data with imbalanced class distribution has encountered a significant drawback of the performance 
attainable by most standard classifier learning algorithms which assume a relatively balanced class distribution and 
equal misclassification costs. This paper provides a review of the classification of imbalanced data regarding: the 
application domains; the nature of the problem; the learning difficulties with standard classifier learning algorithms; the 
learning objectives and evaluation measures; the reported research solutions; and the class imbalance problem in the 
presence of multiple classes. 
 
2]Project Title : Determinants of Default in P2P Lending 

Author Name : Carlos Serrano-Cinca☯, Begoña Gutiérrez-Nieto*☯, Luz López-Palacios☯ 
Year of Publish: 2015 
Abstract: 
This paper studies P2P lending and the factors explaining loan default. This is an important issue because in P2P 
lending individual investors bear the credit risk, instead of financial institutions, which are experts in dealing with this 
risk. P2P lenders suffer a severe problem of information asymmetry, because they are at a disadvantage facing the 
borrower. For this reason,  P2P lending sites provide potential lenders with information about borrowers and their loan 
purpose. They also assign a grade to each loan. The empirical study is based on loans’ data collected from Lending 
Club (N = 24,449) from 2008 to 2014 that are first analyzed by using univariate means tests and survival analysis. 
Factors explaining default are loan purpose, annual income, current housing situation, credit history and indebtedness. 
Secondly, a logistic regression model is developed to predict defaults. The grade assigned by the P2P lending site is the 
most predictive factor of default, but the accuracy of the model is improved by adding other information, especially the 
borrower’s debt level. 
 
3]Project Title:Credit risk evaluation in peer-to-peer lending with linguistic data transformation and supervised 
learning 
Author Name : J´ozsefMezei, Ajay Byanjankar3, Markku Heikkil¨ 
Year of Publish: 2018 
Abstract: 
The widespread availability of various peer-to-peer lending solutions is rapidly changing the landscape of financial 
services. Beside the natural advantages over traditional services, a relevant problem in the domain is to correctly assess 
the risk associated with borrowers. In contrast to traditional financial services industries, in peerto- peer lending the 
unsecured nature of loans as well as the relative novelty of the platforms make the assessment of risk a difficult 
problem. In this article we propose to use traditional machine learning methods enhanced with fuzzy set theory based 
transformation of data to improve the quality of identifying loans with high likelihood of default. We assess the 
proposed approach on a real-life dataset from one of the largest peer-to-peer platforms in Europe. The results 
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demonstrate that (i) traditional classification algorithms show good performance in classifying borrowers, and (ii) their 
performance can be improved using linguistic data transformation. 
 
4]Project Title:Handling Imbalanced Data: A Survey 
Author Name :Neelam Rout, Debahuti Mishra and Manas Kumar Mallick 
Year of Publish: 2018 
Abstract: 
Nowadays, handling of the imbalance data is a major challenge. Imbalanced data set means the instances of one class 
are much more than the instances of another class where the majority and minority class or classes are taken as negative 
and positive, respectively. In this paper, the meaning of the imbalanced data, examples of the imbalanced data, different 
challenges of handling the imbalanced data, imbalance class problems and performance analysis metrics for the 
imbalanced data are discussed. Then different methods are summarized withtheir pros and cons. Finally, the examples 
of the imbalanced data sets having low-to-high imbalance ratio (IR) values are shown. 
 
5]Project Title:Prediction of Default Risk in Peer-to-Peer Lending Using Structured and Unstructured Data 
Author Name : Jei Young Leea 
Year of Publish: 2020 
Abstract: 
Usingdata from Lending Club, we analyzed funded loans between 2012 and 2013, the default status of which were 
mostly known in 2018. Our results showed that both the borrower characteristics and the conditions of the loan were 
significantly associated with the loan default rate. Results also showed that the sentiment of a user-written loan 
description influenced the borrower’s loan interest rates. It contributes to expanding the scope of peer-to-peer (P2P) 
loan research by implementing unstructured data as a new model variable. Financial counselors need to consider the 
growth potential of the P2P loan market using data analysis. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

 
P2P lending companies may bear less transaction costs than conventional financial institutions do, since its business 
model is simpler: they do not capture deposits, they are not under strict banking regulations, they do not maintain idle 
balances; they just put borrowers in contact with lenders. Besides, this is done by means of an online platform where 
most of the processes are automatized. Operating cost is the most important factor explaining interest margins in 
banking, and P2P lending platforms–like other online businesses- have the use of technologies as strength. This can 
lead to improving the efficiency, a very important factor in a market where money is bought and sold. Money is a non-
differentiated product and its price, the interest rate, is what matters most. P2P lending can alleviate credit rationing, 
especially for thoseborrowers placed in the long tail of credit. These advantages could explain P2P lending growth,but 
it is not problem-free. In the banking business model, the credit risk is assumed by thefinancial institution, which has 
risk management departments with skilled financial analysts,supposedly more expert than individual lenders.The paper 
analyzes whether the information provided by the P2P lending site, a grade thatqualifies the loan, complemented with 
loan and borrower characteristics, explains loan defaultsand reduces information asymmetry. Firstly, a hypotheses test 
and a survival analysis havebeen performed on the factors explaining loan defaults. In this paper,different types of 
existing techniques are discussed for tackling the imbalance classproblems but still improvement techniques are 
needed, necessarily. It is also knownthat the ensemble learning algorithms are the useful and powerful methods to 
dealwith the imbalance class problem. Some of the imbalanced data sets have beenshown with different IR values in 
the tabular manner. It is very important to balance the imbalance data with effective techniques and at the same time, 
cost factorshould be given attention. 
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